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When the University of 
Mississippi Office of Fraternity 
and Sorority Life began allow-
ing Greek organizations to host 
events at the end of February, 
leadership operated under the 
university rule that 25% of event 
attendees would have to get a 
COVID-19 test. However, FSL is 
never notified of those results.
“With the asymptomatic test-
ing, we submit this guest list, and 
then we get back the list of the 
students that have been random-
ly selected for asymptomatic test-
ing,” FSL director Arthur Doctor 
said. “Because of HIPAA rules 
and health regulations, we are not 
getting any record of the positive 
test results.”
The office advises Greek chap-
ters to send FSL a complete guest 
list at least a week in advance, 
and those who are chosen to re-
ceive an asymptomatic test are 
required to get their tests during 
the week of the event. Original 
guidelines warned organizations 
that if anyone on the guest list 
refused to get tested, the event 
would not take place.
Nonetheless, there is cur-
rently no step in the process of 
asymptomatic testing for events 
that ensures students who test 
positive won’t attend. Doctor said 
FSL has not asked members of 
Greek chapters to notify the office 
if they receive a positive test, but 
some have done so voluntarily. 
This means it is solely the tested 
student’s responsibility to report 
his or her own positive test to 
their Greek organization if they 
choose. This also means Greek 
students can choose to not report 
positive results at all.
Students are also allowed to 
schedule their tests on the day of 
the event they are attending, even 
though receiving the test results 
could take up to 24 hours.
“You shouldn’t attend any 
event if you haven’t gotten your 
results back, so that’s what we’ve 
been communicating to our 
chapters,” Doctor said. “Nothing 
is perfect, but our system has 
worked in a way that’s allowed 
Despite national trends, 
Mississippi is making prog-
ress in preventing racial dis-
parities in vaccinations rates 
among African American res-
idents in the state.
“Mississippi appears to 
be first in the nation to reach 
vaccine parity for African 
Americans receiving Covid 
vaccinations,” State Health 
Officer Thomas Dobbs said in 
a recent tweet.
Nearly 38% of the popu-
lation in Mississippi is Black, 
and this demographic has re-
ceived 30% of Mississippi’s 
vaccines, according to the 
Mississippi State Department 
of Health (MSDH).
According to the CDC, 
over 8% of African-Ameri-
cans in the U.S. have received 
their first vaccine dose and 
over 7% have received both 
doses.
Two main factors have 
contributed to the disparity 
in vaccination rates: distrust 
of vaccines and access to 
them.
A survey conducted by 
the MSDH found that about 
21% of Black Mississippians 
leaned toward not being vac-
cinated and about 21% were 
unsure.
DeArrius Rhymes, a senior 
chemistry major, has been 
encouraging other students 
One case of the B.1.1.7 United 
Kingdom COVID-19 strain and 
one case of B.1.427 California 
COVID-19 strain were reported 
on Friday in Lafayette County, 
according to a tweet from the 
Mississippi State Department of 
Health.
“Like other previously 
identified COVID-19 variant 
strains of concern, these 
strains have shown increased 
transmissibility, potential 
evidence of reduced protection 
from vaccines and resistance to 
one or more monoclonal antibody 
treatments for COVID-19 
infection,” the tweet said.
As of March 30, Lafayette 
County has reported a total of 
5928 positive cases since March 
2020. The total number of deaths 
in the county as of March 30 is 
115.
It has been almost one month 
since Executive Order No. 1525 
was removed by Gov. Tate 
Reeves. According to the CDC 
website, the state ranks number 
10 in incidence reports per 
100,000 people.
“MS is doing great at present! 
Vaccination is our key to success 
(and thriving businesses and 
sports and church and dances, 
etc...) - so please - get your 
shot today!”  Thomas Dobbs, a 
state health officer tweeted on 
Tuesday.
According to a ranking of high 
incidence of all of the counties in 
Mississippi, Lafayette County 
is ranked number 17. Over the 
period of March 9-22, the county 
reported 106 new cases, which 
equated to an overall two percent 
increase.
The MSDH also released 
an updated “Safer Faith-Based 
Gatherings and Worship 
Services” guideline sheet on 
Monday for those who wish 
to worship within the coming 
weeks. Some guidelines include 
the encouragement of social 
distancing, wearing masks and 
those over the age of 16 being fully 
vaccinated by the time they attend 
the service. Full vaccination is 
also highly encouraged for those 
over the age of 65.
“To prevent the spread of 
COVID-19 and to protect the 
vulnerable, the safest options 
continue to be virtual or outdoor 
services,” the guidelines said.
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Positive COVID-19 tests not reported to 
FSL before large Greek events
HADLEY HITSON
dmmanaging@gmail.com
SEE GREEK PAGE  2
MEN’S TENNIS
The No. 9 Ole Miss men’s tennis 
team will compete against both the 
Auburn Tigers and the Alabama 
Crimson Tide this weekend. 
SEE PAGE 8
HAPPY LANDING 
The members of Happy Landing, 
a local indie folk band, have 
amassed hundreds of fans in the 
past six months. Here is a look 
into how the band started and the 
new music they just released. 
SEE PAGE 4
COVID-19 variant found 
in Lafayette County
Mississippi narrows racial 
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chapters and students to be able 
to have some social opportunities 
for the semester. But there’s also 
all this on the students to report.”
Greek events can now include 
multiple shifts of 125 members 
and dates, and members can now 
bring guests that do not attend the 
university. Because of the Board 
of Aldermen’s decision to lift the 
city’s mask mandate, some events 
do not require masks once guests 
are inside the venue.
The university contracts with 
Premier Medical Group (PMG) 
to administer the asymptomat-
ic PCR tests, and results become 
available through the online Sonic 
MyAccess portal within three to 
five days after testing.
“When (PMG does) the test-
ing, they do share those results 
with the health center so that we 
can log that, and that goes on, of 
course, the dashboard and the 
case count page,” director of uni-
versity health services Alex Lang-
hart said. “When a positive case 
is reported to the university, the 
contact tracing team is notified of 
those positives, and then they then 
reach out to that positive case.”
Langhart said that the contact 
tracing team typically begins the 
tracing within a couple of days 
after the positive test. However, 
in one case, it has taken up to 20 
days for the process to begin.
Before contact tracing begins, 
though, Langhart said a PMG 
employee named Ashley Thomp-
son contacts all patients who test 
positive on the day following their 
tests. Thompson said she was un-
available to explain the policies for 
notifying patients of their positive 
results over the phone prior to 
publication.
The notification process could 
include text messages or phone 
calls, but if a patient doesn’t an-
swer, voicemails or messages in-
cluding the positive test results 
would not be sent.
“As part of HIPAA and priva-
cy regulations, you want to make 
sure that any PHI — so patient 
health information — is secure. So 
for instance, if you were tested at 
the health center and we contact-
ed you, we would not be able to 
text or or email you that informa-
tion. We would have to call you,” 
Langhart said. “That would be po-
tentially why either they wouldn’t 
leave a voicemail or include in the 
text message your actual results 
just in case that it was compro-
mised and put your health infor-
mation at risk.”
Langhart said he was not sure 
if PMG or the university requires 
confirmation from patients that 
they have received the positive 
test result before ceasing attempts 
to contact them. This means that if 
patients do not pick up the phone 
when PMG calls or do not call the 
number back, they would not re-
ceive notification of their positive 
results.
“I’m honestly not sure. I do 
know that they attempt as many 
times as they can and then move 
on since they have so many that 
they have to get through,” he said.
Additionally, PMG is a differ-
ent company from the one that 
the university contracted to han-
dle asymptomatic testing during 
the fall semester. The previous 
company, TourHealth, used rapid 
tests that would have available re-
sults within several hours instead 
of up to a day for the PCR tests.
According to Langhart, the 
university made the switch par-
tially due to financial reasons.
“(It) was a state contract com-
pany, and then just due to financ-
es and some other things, we just 
made the switch,” he said. “It just 
seemed like a better fit for our 
spring semester with what we 
needed to accomplish.”
The university’s asymptom-
atic testing center currently has 
the capability to test up to 500 
people each week, but the aver-
age turnout is lower, according to 
Langhart. Still, with the university 
requiring testing for events, the 
number of people getting asymp-
tomatic tests on campus has been 
higher this spring than it was in 
the fall.
For the past two weeks, testing 
has been available on Mondays 
and Tuesdays from 1 p.m. to 5 
p.m. and Wednesdays from 8:30 
a.m. to 12 p.m. at the Universi-
ty-Oxford Depot. Updated testing 
times can be found on the univer-
sity’s COVID-19 webpage, and ap-
pointments can be made through 
the COVID-19 testing intake form.
The Student Media Center includes The Daily Mississippian, theDMonline.com, NewsWatch 
Ole Miss, Rebel Radio and The Ole Miss Yearbook. Over 150 students work at the SMC each 
semester, and most of them are paid for their work. Jobs are open to all students, all majors 
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continued from page 1
“Because of HIPAA rules and health 
regulations, we are not getting any 
record of the positive test results.”
- Arthur Doctor
Director of FSL
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the event. 
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tested on the 
same day as 
the event, even 
though results 
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The University of Missis-
sippi begins offering appoint-
ments for the single-dose 
Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 
vaccine starting today. The 
Office of the Provost sent a 
campus-wide email on Tues-
day, giving students, faculty 
and staff the opportunity to 
sign up.
“Appointments are limited 
to the supply on hand,” the 
email said.
Provost Noel Wilkin wrote 
in an email that Alex Lang-
hart, the director of university 
health services, requested the 
Johnson & Johnson vaccine 
from the Mississippi State De-
partment of Health in hopes of 
giving students another vacci-
nation option.
“(He) requested it from the 
Mississippi State Department 
of Health knowing that stu-
dents’ time to get both doses 
of the Pfizer or Moderna vac-
cine administered before the 
end of the semester (because 
they require a waiting period 
between doses) is narrowing,” 
Wilkin wrote.
Pharmacy students and li-
censed physicians will admin-
ister doses at the Tad Smith 
Coliseum, and the only times 
mentioned in the email for 
Thursday’s appointments are 
from 12:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m.
“Additional appointment 
days and times in the com-
ing weeks will be shared once 
those details are finalized,” 
the email said.
The email also detailed 
facts about the vaccine and lo-
gistics for those who are inter-
ested in getting vaccinated on 
campus. Social distancing and 
mask-wearing will be enforced 
in the Tad Smith Coliseum, 
and those who have a history 
of anaphylaxis are encouraged 
to get vaccinated in a clinical 
setting.
The email also provided 
a link for anyone who wishes 
to get vaccinated off campus, 
and urged all members of the 
university community to get 
vaccinated as soon as they can.
“The university contin-
ues to encourage everyone to 
get vaccinated at your earli-
est convenience through any 
vaccination site, and individ-
uals may also obtain vaccines 
through off-campus vaccina-
tion sites,” the email said.
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Johnson & Johnson vaccine 
offered on campus 
KATE KIMBERLIN
thedmnews@gmail.com
The Johnson & Johnson vaccine will be available on campus to faculty 
and students starting Thursday, April 1. 
KATHERINE BUTLER  / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
An earlier version of the 
article “The curious case 
of Delta 8” should have 
identified Kelsie Wright 
as a manager of Slackers, 
not the owner. The owner 
of the store is James Funk. 
The earlier version also 
said that the store does 
not sell CBD products, but 
it should have said that the 
store does sell a variety of 
CBD products.  
Correction
Lawmakers have passed a 
measure that would allow home 
delivery of beer, wine and liquor, 
similar to grocery deliveries that 
have become popular, particularly 
amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
But a push to privatize Missis-
sippi’s liquor warehousing and dis-
tribution died this session.
House Bill 1135, now before 
the governor who has not indi-
cated whether he’ll sign it into 
law, would allow home delivery 
of alcohol from liquor stores and 
other retailers within 30 miles of 
the stores. Delivery would not be 
allowed to any “dry” areas where 
alcohol sales are prohibited and 
would be allowed only from 10 
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through 
Saturday, not on Sundays nor on 
Christmas day.
Purchasers would have to be 21 
or older, as would delivery drivers.
If signed into law, it would take 
effect July 1.
In a statement, the Distilled 
Spirits Council of the United States 
praised the move as “a convenience 
for consumers and a safe alterna-
tive way for adults to purchase and 
enjoy their favorite spirits at home 
during the pandemic.” The council 
said Mississippi would join more 
than 30 states that allow home al-
cohol delivery from retailers.
House and Senate measures 
to have private industry take over 
warehousing and distribution of 
liquor — something the state has 
struggled to do efficiently — died 
after much debate this legislative 
session.
Mississippi is one of 17 states 
that tightly control the sale of li-
quor, and one of 10 that sell spirits 
to all private package stores. Seven 
directly own all the liquor stores in 
their states.
Mississippi’s warehouse and 
distribution, run by the Alcoholic 
Beverage Control division of the 
Department of Revenue, has for 
years struggled to keep up with 
demand and new products and 
its warehouse is too small and an-
tiquated. Lawmakers have been 
reluctant to sink money into up-
grades of the warehouse and sys-
tem.
Measures to allow Mississip-
pi grocery stores to sell wine or to 
allow mail-order wine deliveries to 
Mississippi homes have for years 
generated debate in the Legisla-




State passes home 
delivery of alcohol 
MISSISSIPPI TODAY
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The Daily Mississippian 
and Newswatch Ole Miss won 
awards in the Southeastern 
Journalism Conference Best 
of the South Competition and 
the state Mississippi Press 
Association competition this 
past weekend.
The Best of the South Com-
petition recognized students 
and their bodies of work from 
November 2020 to November 
2021. This year, there were 
369 entries from 30 colleges.
The Daily Mississippian 
won first place awards for 
Best College Website, Best 
News Writer, Best Arts & En-
tertainment Writer and Best 
Newspaper Page Layout De-
sign Team.
Eliza Noe, the edi-
tor-in-chief of The Daily Mis-
sissippian, was part of the de-
sign team that won. She also 
received awards for 6th place 
best feature writer and a 3rd 
place Mississippi Press As-
sociation award for editorial 
writing.
“I’m very proud of all of the 
awards we were able to bring 
home this year,” Noe said. 
“Student journalism, in gener-
al, has been through a lot this 
year, so I’m also extremely 
fortunate to have a staff that’s 
been able to excel during the 
pandemic.”
The Daily Mississippian 
also received the following 
awards at the Southeastern 
Journalism Conference: Kel-
by Zendejas, 3rd place for 
Best Sports Writer; Kenneth 
Niemeyer, 3rd place for Best 
Special Event Reporter/Ed-
itor; Katherine Butler, 3rd 
place for Best News Graphic; 
Hadley Hitson, 4th place for 
Best News Writer; and Katie 
Dames, 13th place for Best 
Op-Ed Writer.
Hitson, who is the manag-
ing editor of The Daily Missis-
sippian, was excited about the 
outcome of both competitions.
“I’m glad that even under 
hard circumstances this year, 
we were able to uphold our 
journalistic standard for con-
tent and continue to publish 
important articles that impact 
the community,” Hitson said.
At the Best of the South 
awards, NewsWatch Ole Miss 
won 3rd place for Best College 
TV Station. Carter Diggs won 
3rd place for Best TV News 
Feature, and Kaylee Crafton 
won 6th place for Best TV 
Journalist.
The Southeastern Journal-
ism Conference was hosted 
via Zoom due to COVID-19 
restrictions. It was originally 
scheduled to be in New Orle-
ans.
The Daily Mississippian 
also submitted entries to the 
state Mississippi Press As-
sociation contest. The staff 
received first place in the fol-
lowing categories: Best Web-
site, Best Newspaper Layout & 
Design, Best Newspaper Front 
Page, Niemeyer for Best Series 
or Investigative, Billy Schuer-
man for Best General News 
Photo, Josh Clayton for Best 
Sports News Story, Will Car-
penter for Best Feature Story 
and Nakiyah Jordan for Best 
Cartoon.
The staff won second-place 
awards for General Excellence 
and General News Photo for a 
photo by Schuerman. Dames 
and John Hydrisko also won 
third place awards for edito-
rials.
Noe also wanted to thank 
the professional staff in the 
Student Media Center for 
their assistance and mentor-
ship.
“I don’t know what we 
would have done without 
them and their guidance when 
we needed it,” Noe said.
 
UM student media brings home 24 awards
KATE KIMBERLIN
thedmnews@gmail.com
The 2020-2021 Daily Mississippian editorial staff. Top row, left to right: Hannah Grace Biggs, Katherine 
Butler, Katie Dames. Middle row, left to right: Arianna Swensen, Maddy Quon Kenneth Niemeyer, Hadley 
Hitson. Bottom row, left to right: Kate Kimberlin, Eliza Noe, Kelby Zendejas.
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The members of Happy 
Landing, a local indie folk band, 
released their debut EP on Aug. 
7, 2020, and since then, they’ve 
amassed hundreds of fans.
The band came to be af-
ter lead singer and songwriter 
Matthew Hendley spent a se-
mester in New York studying at 
The King’s College and intern-
ing at CBS with 60 Minutes.
Hendley, a senior journal-
ism major, has been playing 
music for as long as he can re-
member, and Happy Landing is 
reviving his passion for it. Only 
thinking of music as a hobby, 
he didn’t consider pursuing his 
passion as a career, but during 
his internship in New York, he 
said the only thing on his mind 
was music.
“I really enjoyed the in-
ternship, but every single day I 
was constantly thinking about 
music, and writing music and 
starting a band,” Hendley said. 
“That’s when I realized maybe 
I should keep pursuing music.”
The band first debuted its 
EP “She’s Got Brooklyn” with a 
backyard release party last Au-
gust. Hendley said he did not 
expect the show to attract as 
much attention for the band as 
it did. What he thought would 
be a “one and done” perfor-
mance for the band became a 
stepping stone for him and his 
bandmates to release more mu-
sic and even travel to perform.
Happy Landing’s latest 
single “Coastal Town” was re-
leased on March 26 and can be 
streamed on Spotify and Apple 
Music.
With COVID-19 restric-
tions weighing heavily on the 
band since its inception, book-
ing shows has been difficult 
for Happy Landing. After Gov. 
Tate Reeves and the Oxford 
Board of Aldermen lifted mask 
mandates in the state and La-
fayette County, Happy Landing 
has found luck in scheduling 
live performances. The band’s 
next show will be held at Proud 
Larry’s on April 9.
For Hendley, the unique 
name Happy Landing holds 
childhood memories of sum-
mer days spent playing music 
with his family when his grand-
father would tell stories about 
his time spent in the U.S. mil-
itary.
He explained that before 
soldiers would jump out of air-
planes, they would say, “I hope 
you have a happy landing.”
According to Hendley, his 
grandfather named the proper-
ty he lives on “Happy Landing” 
because he hoped it could be 
a place where his family could 
come together.
“Since that’s the first place I 
started playing music for peo-
ple. I was like, “oh man. That’s 
the perfect name for a band,” 
Hendley said.
The band can be described 
as indie folk, but after consid-
eration, Hendley and his band-
mates decided to create their 
own genre of music. They call 
themselves America’s first skate 
folk band. Hendley described 
their sound as relating to art-
ists such as The Lumineers, The 
Head and The Heart, Mumford 
and Sons, and Vance Joy.
“We all kind of dress like 
skaters,” Hendley said. “We 
wear Vans, and we kind of 
dress hipster. I could totally see 
someone riding a skateboard 
down a hill, like shredding 
down a hill, listening to Happy 
Landing.”
After spending the last four 
years studying and pursuing a 
career in journalism, Hendley 
has decided to take a different 
route after he graduates. He 
will be putting off journalism 
to fully pursue his passion for 
music.
Vocalist and international 
studies major Keegan Lyle said 
she and her bandmates are ea-
ger to share their music with 
the world in the future. They 
plan to continue playing live 
shows as often as possible.
“I see us putting out our 
first full-length album, making 
a name for ourselves and going 
on tour,” Lyle said. “It’s ideal-
istic, but with the people and 
passion we have in this group 
it is totally possible. We are 
all determined to make things 
happen.”
She said that balancing time 
with the band and her pre-ex-
isting schedule has been dif-
ficult but challenged her and 
helped her grow as a person.
“Being in this band has al-
ready added a whole new di-
mension to my college experi-
ence, and I
get really excited thinking 
about how we may be able to 
continue playing together after 
we all
graduate,” Lyle said.
Hendley has high hopes for 
the future of Happy Landing as 
they plan to relocate to Nash-
ville within the next year. He 
thinks the raw talent that each 
member of the group brings 
to the table gives the band the 
potential to go far in the music 
industry.
“The future of this band 
could drastically change at any 
moment,” Hendley said. “I be-
lieve in my whole heart that 
this band could and should be 
able to make it.”
Inside the creation of local band Happy Landing
MEGAN FAYARD
thedmnews@gmail.com
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After developing a love 
of computer coding in high 
school, senior computer sci-
ence major Rowan Agrawal 
decided that he wanted to fos-
ter that same passion in mid-
dle and high school students 
in Lafayette County.
As a result, he founded 
Code Miss in 2019, an orga-
nization where University of 
Mississippi computer science 
students local, younger stu-
dents about various coding 
languages.
“Water Valley has some-
thing similar called Base 
Camp Coding Academy, but 
the distance makes it unavail-
able to most kids in Lafayette 
County,” Agrawal said. “We 
used Base Camp as a model 
for this organization, but we 
differ from them because the 
mentors are college students.”
Part of the reason Agrawal 
decided to start the organiza-
tion was because he noticed 
Mississippi lacked in teaching 
coding in schools. He want-
ed younger kids to be able to 
have access to materials that 
could help them learn.
“This club is open to high 
school students or younger, 
but our youngest kid is in 4th 
grade,” Chapter president Lo-
gan Parker, a junior computer 
science major, said.
Parker said the organiza-
tion typically rotates between 
teaching three topics: robot-
ics, programming and com-
puter hardware.
“Due to the pandemic, we 
are just covering program-
ming because hardware and 
robotics are more hands-on 
learning, and therefore more 
transmissive,” Parker said.
Parker said the group 
teaches its students how to 
use a range of different soft-
ware, some of which is used to 
develop popular video games.
“In the coding intense 
class, we have taught ba-
sic Java and recently started 
working with Unity, a 3D soft-
ware used to develop games,” 
Parker said. “Many popular 
games across the industry are 
built on it, so it’s really bene-
ficial to learn.”
38187
Computer science students help community learn to code
JESS COOLEY
thedmnews@gmail.com
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Rebels to take on Florida Gators
RUBY DRAAYER
thedmsports@gmail.com
Ole Miss improved to 6-0 
in SEC play following their 
sweep against Alabama, but 
has a lot to be worried about 
in the next few weeks.
The Rebels anticipated a 
midweek matchup against 
North Alabama, but due to 
weather conditions, it was 
postponed to next week. This 
will mean that Ole Miss will 
play five games next week. 
They will start with North 
Alabama on Monday, Alcorn 
State on Tuesday, before fac-
ing #1 Arkansas at home.
In order to be successful 
leading up to this week, Ole 
Miss is going to rely heavi-
ly on their pitchers. Gunnar 
Hoglund has become the new 
“ace” for the Rebels, and was 
the starting pitcher against 
Auburn and Alabama. Ho-
glund was phenomenal in both 
weekends. He pitched 8.0 in-
nings in a narrow 1-0 win vs. 
Auburn, and pitched 6.0 in-
nings vs. Alabama. In Tusca-
loosa, he allowed three runs 
on six hits, with 10 strikeouts. 
His overall ERA for this sea-
son is a solid 2.63. While he 
was pitching, Alabama was 
only able to score on three 
solo home runs. Taylor Broad-
way has also proved to play an 
important role for this team as 
a closer. He is 3-0 on the sea-
son, and has an ERA of 2.45.
For the middle of the se-
ries, Doug Nikhazy will most 
likely be the guy vs. Florida. 
Nikhazy had his first SEC start 
of this season vs. Florida fol-
lowing a minor chest injury. 
He pitched for five innings, 
allowing no runs on one hit, 
with seven strikeouts and two 
walks. Following Nikhazy, 
Drew McDaniel came in to 
pitch three scoreless innings. 
Derek Diamond was the start-
er in game three of the series, 
and will most likely be step-
ping into that role again. Di-
amond pitched for six innings, 
with six hits, three runs, and 
six strikeouts. The Rebels 
were able to get the sweep.
In order for Ole Miss to be 
successful down this stretch 
of SEC play, the bats have to 
be hot. Florida has a com-
bined pitching ERA of 3.84, 
and plenty of players who will 
have no problem making big 
plays on defense.
Luckily, the accolades for 
the offensive production just 
keep coming for the Rebels. 
True freshman TJ McCants 
was named SEC Player of the 
Week after his weekend in 
Tuscaloosa. McCants hit .364 
in the Alabama series with a 
team-high five runs scored, a 
double, a home run and three 
RBI. He has been tremendous 
in the outfield, despite only 
having six starts in that posi-
tion.
Tim Elko now leads the 
SEC in RBIs with a 4-for-5 day 
after driving in five runs on a 
three-run double in the fifth 
inning and a two-run home 
run in the eighth in the third 
game vs. Alabama. The home 
run was his ninth of the sea-
son, the second most in the 
SEC.
Head Coach Mike Bianco 
on starting out 6-0 in league 
play: “You’re just trying to 
keep the blinders on and win 
the next game. When it’s over, 
you realize sweeps are tough 
and we have two of them back 
to back, one on the road.”
The Rebels now have their 
first 6-0 start since 1969, 
when Archie Manning played 
shortstop.
Ole Miss will definitely 
have a more difficult time as 
they head to Gainesville to 
take on the Gators, but a 6-0 
start and a strong pitching 
staff could be enough to give 
them all the confidence they 
need.
After sweeping the series against Alabama, Ole Miss prepares for a 
number of upcoming challenging matchups.
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NEXT TO LARSONʼS CASH SAVER
DOMINO’S 
WEST & 
OLE MISS  
CAMPUS
662.236.3030
1603 WEST JACKSON AVENUE 
DRIVERS
Register for Spring 2021
Intramural Sports!
Walking/Running Challenge
Registration ends 4/6 Noon
Cornhole Tournament
Registration ends 4/8 Noon
Home Run Derby
Registration ends 4/15 Noon
Laser Tag (w/ SAA)
Registration ends 4/15 Noon
The Ole Miss women’s 
softball team (21-7) will get a 
jump start on the weekend and 
travel to  Baton Rouge to face 
the LSU Tigers in a SEC series 
showdown, with the first pitch 
starting on Thursday, April 1.
Last weekend, the Lady 
Rebels defeated SEC foes 
Georgia Bulldogs at home on 
Sunday to secure the series 
win after winning the first 
game on Friday but dropping 
the mid-day game on Satur-
day. While it was a strong 
outing for the team, there was 
disappointment that the con-
secutive home-game winning 
streak came to an end, which 
lasted over 20 games. Still, 
the goal of an extremely suc-
cessful season — like winning 
the conference, hosting a re-
gional and competing deep in 
the postseason — is still very 
much alive.
Their series against LSU 
will be no walk in the park. 
The Tigers are currently the 
15th team in the country and 
the team tends to struggle 
when playing on the road 
this season, with a 3-6 record 
so far. However, the team is 
more than ready to compete 
as they have started the sea-
son strong, winning series 
against 2 of their first 3 SEC 
opponents.
For the Rebels, the perfor-
mance of Senior Anna Borg-
ern continues to get better and 
better, not to mention how 
much fun she’s having while 
maintaining her fierceness on 
the mound. The pitcher had 
an incredible outing to grab 
the series from Georgia last 
Sunday, including throwing 
a career high of 11 strikeouts. 
With the help of the bats on 
the team popping balls out 
early for a 3-0, she only al-
lowed six hits and two runs, 
shutting down the Bulldogs 
to make any kind of comeback 
even when they had it within 
a point.
Ole Miss and LSU will be-
gin the series Thursday, April 
1 at 6 p.m. and can be viewed 
on SEC Network plus.
Softball will face tough battle against LSU Tigers 
Anna Borgon pitches in a game against Georgia on March 26.
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The UM track and field teams hosted the first Ole Miss Classic 
since 2019 last weekend. The Rebels earned 15 event wins, 
including three multiple-event winners.
Top right: Torrence Tuberville competes in the men’s long 
jump.
Above: Jalani Davis competes in the women’s shotput.
Right: Kieshonna Brooks took first place in the women’s 
100-meter hurtles.
Bottom right: Allen Gordon competes in the men’s high 
jump.
Below:  Sara Van Aken competes in the women’s 100-meter 
hurdles.
 Bottom left: Joseph Benedetto chalks up before the men’s 
hammer throw.
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The ninth-ranked Ole Miss 
men’s tennis team is preparing 
for a busy holiday weekend as 
the team gets ready to travel to 
Auburn, Alabama, to compete 
against the University of Auburn 
on Friday, April 2. Just two days 
later, the Rebels will quickly turn 
around to face the Alabama Crim-
son Tide at home on Sunday, 
April 4.
The team has started to find 
a successful rhythm after win-
ning their last three matches in a 
row — including their last match 
against the 11th-ranked Mississip-
pi State Bulldogs, where the Reb-
els won 5-2 overall. It was a sat-
isfying win against MSU as they 
dominated the court, marking 
their first match win against the 
in-state rival since 2019. Despite 
losses in recent years, the Rebels 
still lead the all time series 51-31.
“We came out firing in dou-
bles and were able to keep the 
momentum in singles today,” 
head coach Toby Hansson said 
in a statement. “I feel like we’re 
starting to play some really good 
tennis and that is obviously very 
exciting.”
Against Mississippi State, the 
Rebels succeeded in singles, win-
ning four out of the six match-
es, but this past weekend’s star 
performance came from the Ole 
Miss doubles as they swept the 
Bulldogs in their matches, going 
2-0. In their first match ranked as 
the No. 1 team in the nation, Finn 
Reynolds and Tim Sandkaulen 
defeated No. 37 Florian Broska 
and Gregor Ramskogler 6-4.
Last weekend’s wins pushed 
the Rebels’ overall record to 8-7, 
and in the Southeastern Confer-
ence, the Rebels have gone 6-3.
The Rebels will look to con-
tinue their streak on their tour 
against the Alabama Crimson 
Tide this weekend. This is not 
the first time that the Ole Miss 
tennis team has faced Alabama. 
The Rebels’ season started at the 
beginning of October against both 
of the schools at the Auburn In-
vitational, where they locked in 
a win against Auburn and swept 
Alabama on the same day.
In their last meeting, the Reb-
els dominated in singles. Senior 
Brady Draheim won his matches 
6-4, 6-2; and senior Tim Sand-
kaulen defeated his opponent 6-4, 
7-5.
At the Auburn Invitational, 
the doubles team had not quite 
figured out their chemistry yet, 
but after last weekend’s impres-
sive sweep in doubles against 
Mississippi State, the team looks 
to continue to stay consistent to-
gether with more wins.
The Rebels will face Auburn 
in Alabama on Friday, April 2, at 
2 p.m.,  and Rebel fans catch the 
team on its home court in Oxford 






Brady Draheim reaches to return a shot in a doubles match against Mississippi State on Sunday, March 28. 
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Women’s basketball will only get better
RUBY DRAAYER
thedmsports@gmail.com
Ole Miss women’s basketball 
ended its historic season with a 
loss in the WNIT Championship 
game to Rice, 71-58.
The Rebel defense was able to 
force 24 turnovers, scoring on all 
but one. Despite the loss, there 
was nothing but excitement from 
me. It is very discouraging to lose 
in the championship, but if you 
would have asked me if this was 
possible with last year’s team, I 
probably would have laughed.
The Rebels had their hands full 
with 6-foot-9-inch center Nancy 
Mulkey and Lauren Schwartz. 
Throughout the entire season, Ole 
Miss had prided themselves on its 
strength on defense, but it strug-
gled in this game. Shakira Austin 
was the only Rebel player to score 
double digits in this game with 25 
points, shooting for 10-of-25. The 
rest of the Ole Miss offense strug-
gled, shooting for 11-of-45 (24%) 
from the field.
Ole Miss has shown significant 
improvement from head coach 
Yolett McPhee-McCuin’s first sea-
son. In the 2019-2020 season, Ole 
Miss finished the season with a 
7-23 record and 0-16 in SEC con-
ference play. After just one year, 
the Rebels were able to signifi-
cantly improve. This season, they 
finished 15-12 over all and 4-10 in 
conference play. If the Rebels were 
able to improve this much in one 
season, I am very confident that 
next year will be even more suc-
cessful.
With its success in the regular 
season, Ole Miss was in conten-
tion for a bid to the March Mad-
ness tournament. Somehow, the 
Rebels were not chosen, but were 
still put in contention for the NIT 
tournament. Coach Yo was unable 
to attend part of this tournament 
due to a positive COVID-19 test, 
but her team was able to success-
fully make it to the semifinals in 
her absence.
“I am so proud of them — of 
what they’ve accomplished,” she 
said. “I’m so excited about this 
program I could explode. This was 
a win for us and this program.”
Their championship oppo-
nent, Rice, came into the game 
with a chip on its shoulder after 
being kept out of the NCAA tour-
nament team with a 23-4 record. 
Making it to the tournament was 
not a rare sight for Rice University 
after it received a bid in 2019. The 
Rice Owls came out strong and 
had a 16-point lead over Ole Miss 
heading into halftime. The Reb-
els fought hard and were able to 
narrow the lead to just four points 
after a 10-0 drive in the fourth 
quarter. Rice was able to pull back 
ahead with a perfect free throw 
line percentage and the Mulkey/
Schwartz duo.
The Rebels were competing 
against a very strong contender to 
make it to March Madness. This 
year’s Rice team only lost four 
games in the regular season. It 
had the reigning defensive player 
of the year, and knowing what the 
postseason was like, this proved to 
be an important factor.
 The Rebels were able to finish 
their first winning season since 
2016-17 and did it with a very 
young team. In the championship 
game, five different freshmen col-
lected minutes. Ole Miss is not ex-
pecting to lose a single player from 
the roster ahead of this next sea-
son. With every player returning, 
head coach Yolett McPhee-McCu-
in has her sights set on next year 
and the big tournament.
Ole Miss was playing in a 
championship game of a postsea-
son tournament for the first time 
in program history.
“It’s encouraging, to say the 
least. We really needed this ex-
perience. We’re going to recruit 
hard,” Coach Yo said. “We have 
some holes to fill that we will fill. 
I promise you that. If you want to 
place a bet, we’ll be a part of the 64 
next year.”
The Ole Miss women’s basketball team ended its season with a loss 
to Rice in the WINT Championship game, marking the first time the 
program has played in a post season championship game. 
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The Ole Miss soccer team will 
soon be without its leader on and 
off the pitch. Channing Foster, 
the Rebels’ leading goal scorer 
and four-time SEC honoree is ex-
hausting her remaining eligibility 
before heading north in January 
2022.
Foster was drafted 32nd over-
all into the National Women’s 
Soccer League (NWSL) by the 
Chicago Red Stars. While Foster 
was surprised, the pick came after 
four seasons of success for her at 
Ole Miss. In her freshman season 
in 2017, Foster netted 12 goals, 
second only to Ole Miss record 
holder CeCe Kizer. In the three 
years since, Foster has totaled 35 
goals and many SEC honors.
While her time at Ole Miss is 
drawing to a close, Foster plans to 
play one more season and leave 
her legacy at the University of 
Mississippi.
This interview has been edit-
ed for brevity and clarity. 
Why did you decide to 
come back for the spring sea-
son and use up all of your el-
igibility? What solidified that 
decision for you?
“I don’t know. I just wasn’t 
ready to give it up yet. I wasn’t 
ready to leave. Most of my team-
mates that are my age are stay-
ing also, and so it’ll just be really 
neat to kind of get to go through 
five years with all of them. I feel 
like (the team) still has a lot of 
potential and a lot of things that 
we haven’t accomplished yet that 
we would like to. I just wanted to 
have another chance at it.”
What was your immedi-
ate reaction to hearing your 
name announced in the 
draft?
“It was crazy because I didn’t 
know. Typically, you have to de-
clare for the draft to enter it, and 
since I was planning on coming 
back, I hadn’t done any of that. 
I didn’t know I was going to be 
draft eligible until three days be-
fore. I got a phone call that they 
changed the rules to allow people 
that were staying in college to still 
be drafted because of COVID. So 
in a sense, it was nice because I 
hadn’t had the anticipation, and 
all of the stress and anxiety lead-
ing up to it that I might have had 
otherwise.”
“Just knowing that I was going 
back to school, it was kind of nice 
because there was no pressure. If 
nothing happens, it’s okay. When-
ever they called my name, it was 
just so exciting because it’s some-
thing that I’ve looked forward 
to, and worked hard towards my 
whole life and dreamt about since 
I was a little girl. Just to see it all 
come to fruition was really, really 
cool.”
How far into the future 
are you looking? Do you al-
ready think about what’s af-
ter the NWSL?
“I think it would be so cool to 
go overseas, just to experience 
another way of life and other cul-
tures, especially with soccer being 
so big in other countries. I think it 
would be so cool to go to a coun-
try where soccer is everything and 
just to get to experience that. I 
have a few friends playing in En-
gland right now and then a couple 
in France. They get to go to all of 
the men’s games and I think that 
would be so cool, to just be able to 
go to an English Premier League 
game anytime I wanted to. Es-
pecially while I’m young before I 
have a family or anything else, it’d 
be really cool.”
When you leave in De-
cember, will you have any 
regrets from your time here?
“So far I don’t really have any 
regrets. I mean, I’m sure there’s 
games that I look back on and I’m 
like, ‘I wish I had done this differ-
ently… I wish I had finished that 
(shot).’ I’m usually pretty hard on 
myself, but just as far as my expe-
rience overall, I’ve been so bless-
ed. My time in Oxford has been 
amazing. I’ve loved it.”
“There would be any regrets. 
Hopefully, it’ll continue to be that 
way. I’ll give it my all every game 
so that hopefully I don’t have to 
look back and think, ‘Okay, well, 
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YOU DONT WANT 
THEM RESPONDING 
TO YOUR TEXT.
Channing Foster slides for the ball in a game against Texas A&M.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINOS
SOLUTION TO 3.25.21 PUZZLEACROSS
1- Participant; 
6- Shatter; 
11- I get it!; 
14- Call; 
15- Bay city; 
16- Oh yeah? ___ who?; 
17- Great reviews; 
18- Shed ___; 
19- Big bang cause; 
20- Gardening tool; 
22- Burning; 
24- Sends back into 
custody; 
28- Sardonic; 
29- Code of silence; 
30- Passover meal; 
32- Kind of cod; 
33- New Mexico’s state 
flower; 
35- JFK postings; 
39- Otherwise; 
40- Average; 
41- Sharp to the taste; 
42- Actor Connery; 
43- Filament; 
45- Switch back?; 
46- Strong thread; 
48- Borrowed; 
50- Less strict; 
53- Domesticated fowl 
collectively; 
54- Tourist draw; 
55- Vigilant; 
57- This ___ stickup!; 
58- Fuji rival; 
60- Coherent light beam; 
65- Rocky hilltop; 
66- Muse with a lyre; 
67- “Don’t Cry for Me, 
Argentina” musical; 
68- Sunblock letters; 
69- Street show; 
70- Brief;   
DOWN
1- Spring mo.; 
2- Ballroom dance, when 
doubled; 
3- Mazel ___!; 
4- Washington bill; 
5- Take as an affront; 
6- Does’ beaus; 
7- Spouse; 
8- From the U.S.; 
9- Health haven; 
10- Zimbabwe’s capital; 
11- John of “The Addams 
Family”; 
12- Painter Rousseau; 
13- Montezuma, for one; 
21- WWII turning point; 
23- Prophesy; 
24- Actor’s parts; 
25- “South Pacific” hero; 
26- Brainy bunch; 
27- Containing divalent 
silver; 
28- Highest mountain in 
Crete; 
30- Fish covering; 
31- Light brown; 
34- ___ arms (angry); 
36- Fortune-telling cards; 
37- Bellowing; 
38- Rocklike; 
43- Evergreen tree; 
44- Heath; 
47- Less strong; 
49- Squirrel food; 
50- Gives off; 
51- Author of fables; 
52- Sash; 
53- Black tea; 
55- Purim month; 
56- Like the White Rabbit;
59- ... ___ mouse?; 
61- ___ Maria; 
62- Round Table title; 
63- French connections; 
64- Actress Charlotte;





Complete the grid so 
that every row, column 
and 3x3 box contains the 
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BETWEEN CAMPUS AND 
SQUARE 2 bedroom 1 bath 
apartment. 403 5th $920 
(662)832-0117
APARTMENT FOR RENT
2950 S. LAMAR 1 Bd/1 BA 
Student $510 - Non-Student 
$550. Add $100 if second 
tenant. Year lease required. 
(662)832-0117
CONDO FOR RENT
TURNBERRY CONDO 3 BR, 
2 BA, Gated / Pool. With W/ 
D. Internet/ Cable. $1200. 




2012 125CC YAMAHA VENO 
Motorcycle LIKE NEW 3018 
miles (662) 578-6702
38177
Apply @ jobs.dominos.com OR in person!
Domino’s East 1920 University 662.236.3844 
Domino’s West (Campus Store) 1603 W. Jackson Ave 662.236.3030
NOW HIRING DRIVERS
Make $12-$18 an hour!
at BOTH Oxford locations!
Former Ole Miss Rebel 
begins career in Croatia
SUBSCRIBE TO
The Morning Briefing
DAILY NEWSLETTER AT THEDMONLINE.COM
THE NEWS OF THE DAY, STRAIGHT TO YOUR INBOX
Zvonimir “Z” Babic, former 
Ole Miss men’s tennis team cap-
tain, is making strides in Croatia 
as a professional tennis player. 
Babic started playing tennis when 
he was seven years old and held 
the title of the No. 1 player in Cro-
atia for five years.
He had a shoulder injury 
when he was 12 that almost end-
ed his tennis career, but two years 
later, he returned to the game, 
which led him to be recruited 
by the University of Mississippi. 
Through all his struggles and tri-
als, Babic’s passion for tennis fol-
lowed him throughout his journey 
from Croatia to UM and back.
Upon graduating from the 
University of Mississippi in 2018 
and obtaining a Master’s degree 
in accounting, he has returned 
to his home country to pursue a 
professional career in singles and 
doubles in hopes of eventually 
playing in the ATP Tournament, 
the largest tennis organization in 
the world.
This interview has been edit-
ed for brevity and clarity.
Tell me about your tennis 
background before coming 
to the University of Missis-
sippi.
“When I was 14, I started 
playing again, even still with a lot 
of pain. This was rough. All the 
kids were far ahead of me, but I 
knew I had to practice. I did not 
fully recover until the age of 17, 
and I finally started placing first 
in my league again. Along the 
way, I won the National Under-18 
Championship in Croatia for sin-
gles and doubles. At that moment, 
I knew I had to make a decision to 
go straight to the pros or go to col-
lege.”
What made you decide 
to play tennis professionally 
after grad school instead of 
going into accounting?
“I always wanted to play ten-
nis professionally, but as I said 
before, I didn’t want to be that 
guy that just plays tennis. I didn’t 
like working in Atlanta, though, 
and didn’t like the city. However, 
so many people want to come to 
America, work and secure a visa, 
and I didn’t want to give up that 
opportunity. When I did receive 
mine, the chances were so slim, 
but I was lucky enough to secure 
one for 2020. This job would last 
for years, though, and I wondered 
how I would stay in shape to po-
tentially go home and play tennis 
later or work out all the time.”
“When I got back to Oxford 
during COVID, many people ap-
proached me about private les-
sons and coaching, and I began 
hustling, and my love for tennis 
came back in such a great way. I 
preferred spending three hours 
on the court teaching rather than 
working in excel on spreadsheets. 
The coronavirus and Oxford real-
ly helped me realize my path and 
purpose behind (playing tennis) 
which really helped me realize 
what I wanted to do for my life.”
What were the deciding 
factors to pursue going pro?
“After my internship, I was ac-
complished on the business and 
education side, so now (I thought) 
it was time to do what I love, you 
know? Because when I’m 30 or so, 
all the educational opportunities I 
have will still be there, but my best 
five years of my (tennis) life from 
25-30 may be stuck rotting in an 
office unless I’m on the courts.”
What is your overall goal 
as a tennis pro?
“I want to become a profes-
sional tennis player right now in 
the next few years. It would be 
great within two years to play at 
the Challenger Tour. I’m at the 
age where I can represent my 
country in the Davis Cup, which is 
my personal dream come true to 
play doubles at. I think there’s no 
better and greater achievement 
for me. I don’t think there is any 
job better for me than tennis. It’s 
not only a job, but a skill.”
What advice would you 
give to other tennis players 
who want to go pro?
“I would say be grateful that 
you’re able to play the game. I 
think that by far the biggest thing 
in tennis is that you really cher-
ish every single shot that you can 
make. There are many people 
who have no means to play ten-
nis or to be able to do sports, so 
if you’re in the situation finan-
cially, health-wise and mental-
ly, then you should actually be 
very grateful for it. Regardless of 
whether you’re losing or winning, 
you should be grateful just to be 
there.”
ANNA KATE BOYD 
thedmsports@gmail.com
Zvonimir Babic takes a back hand shot in a singles match against LSU.
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In a semester filled with 
Zoom classes and social dis-
tancing at home, students are 
spending more time indoors 
than in a normal semester. 
While drowning in homework 
or rushing from an in-per-
son class to an online class 
at home, students may be 
passing right by an underrat-
ed stress reliever: the Grove. 
With the falling Magnolia pet-
als and blossoming tulips, it is 
important for students to take 
a break from the intellectual 
world and enjoy the nature 
around them. The Universi-
ty of Mississippi’s beautiful 
campus offers easy access to 
nature for all students to en-
joy, which means that UM stu-
dents can incorporate nature 
therapy into their daily lives 
to combat the dreariness of 
online overload.
Nature therapy stems from 
the idea that people feel con-
nected to the environment 
around them, so their envi-
ronment has a large impact on 
them. One of its main goals is 
to take people out of hectic, 
man-made buildings and into 
Mother Nature. When looking 
at the evolution of humans, 
mankind has spent about 99% 
of its history surrounded by 
nature. The idea of bustling 
cities and corporate jobs has 
only been around for a frac-
tion of the time that humanity 
has been on this earth, and the 
work environment of online 
meetings that we have become 
all too familiar with is a prod-
uct of the last few years. Na-
ture therapy can help students 
go back to their roots and en-
joy the smaller things in life.
Nature therapy also de-
creases stress on the human 
body, encouraging people to 
focus on the beautiful plants, 
the chirping birds or even the 
rambunctious squirrels as a 
way to get out of their heads. 
When people are under a lot 
of stress from the outside 
world (like college), negative 
thoughts are common. Focus-
ing on something calming like 
nature has the potential to re-
duce this negativity.
One recent study shows 
that being in nature for two 
or more hours a week can 
increase people’s health and 
psychological-well being. That 
is less than twenty minutes 
a day. In a normal year, this 
twenty minutes a day might be 
reached from chatting in the 
Circle with friends in between 
classes or walking across cam-
pus, but for students who have 
all or mostly online classes, 
finding time to be outdoors 
can be a challenge.
The Grove is an amazing 
place to participate in nature 
therapy. To implement nature 
therapy into your daily life, 
you can take a twenty-min-
ute walk around campus or 
grab food from the Student 
Union for a picnic. Even if 
your schedule limits free 
time, consider studying in the 
Grove one day. This can create 
a good study habit while also 
allowing you to benefit from 
being outside. No matter what 
your schedule is, there is a 
way to incorporate nature into 
your life one step at a time.
Willow Crosby is a fresh-
man majoring in accounting 
from Tupelo.
It’s happening again.
As America slowly begins 
to reopen and restart, our old-
est pandemic has re-emerged. 
Mass shootings and gun vi-
olence are happening once 
again. Eight are dead in At-
lanta, Georgia. Ten are dead 
in Boulder, Colorado. Closer 
to home, Jackson saw a fatal 
shooting last week, and shots 
were fired at the Archive 
Apartment Complex in Ox-
ford. While the pandemic and 
its ensuing lockdowns limited 
opportunities for acts of mass 
gun violence in public spaces, 
we are witnessing the conse-
quences of allowing its under-
lying causes to fester.
As I read headline after 
headline this week about the 
deadly events in Georgia, Col-
orado and Mississippi, I kept 
coming back to Oxford in 
the summer of 2019. The un-
avoidable headlines about spa 
workers in Atlanta or cashiers 
in Boulder felt inexplicably 
reminiscent of two horren-
dous acts of violence endured 
by the LOU community.
On May 19, 2019, OPD of-
ficer Matthew Kinne allegedly 
broke into Dominique Clay-
ton’s home and shot her in the 
head. One month later, Bran-
don Theesfeld was charged 
with killing UM student Ally 
Kostial by allegedly shooting 
her.
Headlines from the weeks 
surrounding these senseless 
murders included the follow-
ing: “Former student charged 
in murder of Ally Kostial,” 
“Mississippi cop allegedly 
murders woman he had an af-
fair with,” and “Ex-Oxford of-
ficer pleads not guilty in wom-
an’s murder.” The structure is 
subject, verb, object, over and 
over again.
Everywhere I looked, these 
women were a thing being act-
ed upon, never the actor. Ally 
and Dominique were passive 
witnesses in their own deaths, 
overshadowed by the men who 
killed them. Finally, I made 
the connection between our 
local losses and mass tragedy: 
when we normalize the mur-
der of one woman, we make it 
easier to accept the killing of 
them in droves.
The way we talk about vi-
olence against women begets 
America’s mass shooting cul-
ture. When a woman’s life is 
ended by a partner, the news 
often reduces the woman to 
her relationship with the mur-
derer.
Numerous articles describe 
Ally and Brandon’s relation-
ship as “complicated” and 
“on-again off-again,” detail-
ing at length how he “told her 
he loved her” and they always 
seemed to “get back together.”
Similarly, it’s impossible 
to find an article about Dom-
inique’s murder where her 
relationship with the man 
who allegedly killed her isn’t 
framed as a veiled accusation. 
These headlines, quotes and 
even the posturing of sentenc-
es take autonomy away from 
the victims and reflect it back 
onto their attackers.
While Dominique’s and Al-
ly’s romantic relationships are 
posited as subdued justifica-
tions for their murders, female 
relationships are redeeming 
qualities for the men who per-
petrated these acts. Terms like 
“crime of passion” and “unre-
quited love” are used to elicit 
empathy from the reader.
Who among us hasn’t felt 
hurt and dejected by someone 
we love? Even the term “rela-
tionship violence” implies a 
sort of mutual fault or failure, 
a two-way street of wrongdo-
ing. Of course, none of this 
is fair or true. By engaging in 
any sort of relationship, nei-
ther Dominique nor Ally were 
consenting to be murdered.
The problem therein lies in 
how we distinguish between 
violence against women and 
violence against society at 
large.
Why is opening fire at a 
grocery store an act of sense-
less violence, but breaking 
into someone’s home and 
shooting her or him in the 
head an almost understand-
able act of desperation? When 
we devalue relationship vio-
lence — the vast majority of 
which is enacted upon wom-
en — do we pave the way for 
a culture that accepts mass 
death as normal? When we 
subjugate women as objects to 
be acted upon, do we dismiss 
their pain and death as un-
avoidable?
These are questions we 
have to grapple with in Amer-
ica, in Mississippi and in Ox-
ford. I don’t know what the 
answers are, but I do know we 
have to start treating violence 
against women as violence 
against people.
Katie Broten is a sopho-
more majoring in public pol-
icy leadership and economics 
from Farmington, NM.
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but not your SPRING BODY.
SPRING BREAK may be cancelled
HOTWORX.NET/STUDIO/OXFORD
916 E JACKSON AVE | Located on the Square
(662) 638-3580               @HOTWORXOxford
HOTWORX offers 24/7 unlimited access to 
virtually instructed infrared sauna workouts.
Using innovative infrared technology, each 
15-minute HIIT or 30-minute Isometric session 
provides incredible results in less time!
Try All of our Virtually Instructed Workouts:
HOT ISO    HOT PILATES    HOT YOGA    HOT BUNS
HOT BARRE NONE    HOT CORE    HOT WARRIOR
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to sign up for an appointment, 
but he also understands why 
Black students may be hesi-
tant to receive the vaccine.
“In direct relation to 
healthcare, the system itself 
has not been very representa-
tive of Black people,” Rhymes 
said.
In the Black community, 
distrust of government health-
care typically stems from a 
racist history. For example, 
during the Tuskegee Study, 
Black men were promised a 
treatment for syphilis. In-
stead, they were used to study 
the effects of untreated syphi-
lis in Black males.
Even when Penicillin 
proved to be an effective cure 
for syphilis, researchers failed 
to provide the men with the 
drug. The experiment, origi-
nally meant to last six months, 
lasted 40 years, resulting in 
the death of many of the pa-
tients.
The effects of the Tuske-
gee Study are still widely felt 
in the Black community today 
and result in a distrust of med-
icine, but access to vaccines 
also plays a large part in vac-
cine disparities.
In February, Dobbs posted 
a chart to Twitter showing that 
a majority of African Ameri-
cans in the state were receiving 
vaccinations from community 
health centers and hemodial-
ysis centers. The data showed 
about 70% were doing so.
At that time, however, 
many of the state’s vaccines 
were going to drive-thru sites 
where only 18% of African 
Americans were being vacci-
nated.
During the beginning 
months of the pandemic, many 
reports found that African 
Americans were much more 
likely to be infected with or die 
from COVID-19. Underlying 
health conditions, like diabe-
tes and hypertension, could 
contribute to more COVID-19 
deaths, and they are more 
prevalent in the Black commu-
nity.
According to a new report 
from the CDC, overall death 
rates were highest amongst 
Black and non-Hispanic 
American Indian people in 
2020. COVID-19 was the third 
leading cause of death, follow-
ing heart disease and cancer.
As of March 26, the uni-
versity has administered 2,341 
vaccines.
When The Daily Missis-
sippian requested on-campus 
vaccine demographic data 
from university communica-
tions, a university spokesper-
son provided a press release 
about the university’s vacci-
nation clinic that included the 
total number of vaccines ad-
ministered on campus and the 
number of Pfizer vaccines that 
arrived in the first shipment to 
the university on March 12.
The Daily Mississippian 
requested to speak with Dr. 
Lauren Bloodworth, a clinical 
professor of pharmacy prac-
tice and member of the uni-
versity’s Vaccine Distribution 
Task Force, but a university 
spokesperson said she was un-
available to comment prior to 
publication.
Pharmacy student Eric 
Pham is one of the volunteers 
that administers COVID-19 
vaccines in the Tad Smith Col-
iseum. He wrote in an email 
that during his time giving the 
vaccine, he believes that there 
has been a diverse population 
of students, faculty and staff 
coming to get their vaccine.
“It has made me happy see-
ing the numerous amount of 
people that are excited to get 
their first round of vaccines at 
our clinic,” Pham wrote.
Pham advised that every-
one get their vaccine once 
they are eligible. He wrote that 
particularly with the Lafayette 
and University community, it 
would be a step toward going 
back to normal.
“Not only will getting the 
vaccine positively affect the 
health of our community and 
operations, it will be benefi-
cial for those who do travel 
back home often to those who 
may be more vulnerable for 
the COVID-19 disease,” Pham 
wrote.
With regard to racial dis-
parities in vaccinations, Pham 
wrote that he believes they 
should always be providing 
equal accessibility of vaccines 
to everyone.
“It is important for us to 
keep listening and engaging 
with diverse communities for 
their positive feedback and/
or concerns that we can strat-
egize and plan to address,” 
Pham wrote.
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In contrast with national statistics, Mississippi appears to provide a proportional number of vaccinations to 
African Americans. 
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